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Transit Street Principles

Prioritize Transit at 
Every Scale

Design for GrowthTransit Streets are 
Living Streets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transit creates nodes of activity around stations, stops, and routes.Whether light rail or streetcar or BRT or local bus, prioritizations are scalable. Transit needs a reliable and connected network, so priority needs to happen at every scale.Prioritizing transit feeds an upward spiral of ridership, then service, then economic growth, and then more ridership.



Transit Street Principles

Design Changes 
Demand

Near-Term Projects, 
Long-Term Plans

Transit Streets are 
Active Streets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active modes feed transit and visa versa. Better neighborhoods for walking & biking feed effective transit.Design doesn’t just support ridership, it unlocks latent demand for transit access. Service frequency and ridership increase exponentially – more service drives faster ridership gains.And we’ll be talking about both interim and capital projects today. There are design and implementation tools that can be done quickly to drive long-term improvement, and those changes can be enshrined in concrete as they prove efficacy.



Design Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to talk about the measures and metrics used to make decisions.



Design Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making the case for transit streets involves choosing measurements that accurately reflect both the benefits and costs of a project, including those relevant to decision makers and to local stakeholders. This element of the street design process may differ greatly from metrics internal to either a transit operating agency or a streets department.Beyond measures of movement, the safety, comfort, public space value, and spatial efficiency of a street are all important for understanding whether a transit street supports goals related to the people, neighborhood and city it is designed for.



Mobility and Access
• Counting people
• Transit travel time
• Access to the city
• Private motor vehicles



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use average person capacity per lane to understand the effects of a design and the number of people moved per lane, at peak times and all day, as a performance measure for motorized modes. This measure is significantly more accurate than using vehicle capacity, vehicle delay, or vehicle traffic volume alone.



Transit Travel Time AM Peak Passenger Travel Times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quantify impact of street design changes



Access to the City
• Measure the number of 

destinations reachable 
within a given 
timeframe

• More important than 
distance traveled

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A primary metric for evaluating the effectiveness of a transportation system is the number of destinations—rather than the physical territory or distance—reachable by residents in set amounts of time. Applying this measure to the transit-walking system creates a master effectiveness metric that can be applied to evaluate potential large transit investments or changes in transit network structure.



Auto Traffic Measures



Safety
• Crash History
• Potential Conflict Analysis



Crash History
• Analyze safety 

across all modes
• Assess crash history 

per mile or by user 
type
– Highlight crashes 

involving vulnerable 
road users



Minimize Conflicts
• Control

speeds



Minimize Conflicts
• Design for desired speed
• 95th Percentile Speeds
• Percent of vehicles exceeding desired 

speed
Reactive:

Operating (85%)  Design  Posted

Proactive:
Target Design  Posted



Minimize Conflicts
• Control

speeds
• Identify 

conflicts



Public Space & Social Life
• Stationary Activities
• Sidewalk Comfort



Quality of Public Space

Measure social, civic, and market activities
• Number of people engaging in stationary activities
• Quality of space observations/surveys

• Design for desired speed
• 95th Percentile Speeds
• Percent of vehicles exceeding desired speed



Quality of Public Space
• Sidewalk comfort can 

encourage/discourage 
walking
– Shade
– Street lighting
– Active ground floor uses



Health, Sustainability & 
Environment

• Mode shift
• Physical activity
• Air quality and emissions



Mode Shift



Physical Activity
• Strong relationship 

between obesity 
and walkability

• People in 
communities with 
sidewalks 47% 
more likely to get 
physical activity



Air Quality and Emissions
• Particulate emissions 

linked to cardiac and 
respiratory disease

• Concentrated around 
high volume roadways



Economic Productivity
• Business Sales
• Cost Savings and Transit Productivity



Business Sales



Cost Savings and Transit Productivity

• Transit service 
efficiency saves costs

• Travel time savings –
allows fewer buses or 
better service at same 
cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transit service quality and efficiency are related, with time savings directly related to cost savings. Faster travel time means maintaining the same frequency of service with fewer transit vehicles in circulation on the route, freeing resources for other routes. Increased frequency and shorter wait times, or operating cost savings, can be quantified by transit providers to inform the public discussion, especially related to infrastructure investments.



What are the street’s 
vocations?
 Economic activities (e.g. office, retail, 

residential)?
 Transit service type?
 Multi-modal network?
 Functional classification / Network role?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three good questions at the beginning of every transit street project that can help you find the right package of solutions.First – what are the uses and vocations of the street? What are the important economic activities and access needs, and how do those activities drive demand for things like movement vs curb use?



What are the 
culprits of delay?
 Curb access / double-parking?
 Traffic volume & congestion?
 Boardings & dwell time?
 Signals & intersections?



What are the opportunities?
(with & without moving the curb)
 Cross-section width?
 Directionality & Operations?
 Modal Plans & Goals?
 Service Modifications?



Neighborhood 
Streets

• Main streets, residential streets
• Local access & turnover
• Low speeds, mixed modes



Seattle, WA

Seating / 
Shelters

Signal 
Progression

In-Lane 
Stops

Marked 
Crossings

Bike 
Channel



NW 23rd Ave, Portland

In-Lane Stops

Near-Level 
Boarding

Safe, Frequent 
Crossings

Pedestrian 
Scale

Shelters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NW 23rd Ave in Portland.



Corridor 
Streets

• Prioritize person throughput
• May have long block / few crossing 

opportunities



Curb 
Management

Mid-Block 
Crossing

In-Lane 
Stop

All Ages 
Bikeway

Signal 
Progression

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example is Guadalupe in Austin.If traffic flow is predictable, the bus gets priority from being able to stop in-lane and boarding passengers from an island.The island unlocks space for a protected bike lane, and eliminates the weave conflict at the stop.This also shortens crossing distance and reclaims time in balancing coordinated signals, which opens up the chance to install a mid-block crossing and increase pedestrian access.The signals can still be progressed on a two-way street, which we’ll talk about, and even without active TSP the progression can be timed to transit-friendly speeds.And finally, the curb regulations are modified to increase turnover, improve business access, and unlock space for people walking, biking, and riding the bus.



Infill Development

Transit 
Signals

Transitway
Enhanced 
Crossings

Station 
Stops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example is from Alexandria, VA. It’s a state highway, and yet the investment is all around the bus.The bus gets a full transitway, maximizing transit efficiency while reducing the number of vehicle travel lanes and thus reducing vehicle speeds to an appropriate urban context.The transitway shortens the crossing distance of a the wide street, and creates pedestrian refuge space.The high-quality station stops make the stop a comfortable place, but perhaps more importantly giving riders the confidence that the bus is coming soon, and this is a well served route.The transitway gets signal priority, and has dedicated phasing. Turns are managed across the transitway, reducing dangerous conflicts from formerly permissive left turns.And the transit investment anchors the infill development. This TOD but with bus, not rail.



Downtown 
Streets

• High-density, congestion, destination 
access

• Reliability, frequency
• Supporting great public spaces



Seattle, WA

Fare Payment 
& Boarding

Transit 
Progression

Forced 
turns

Multiple 
Lanes

Lengthen 
Stops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example is from 3rd Ave in Seattle, which operates almost like a downtown bus mall but with local private vehicle permitted. However, the network role and operations support more than 200 buses per hour at peak.The way this happens is regulation of vehicle access. Private vehicles are forced to turn at every block, allowing for destination access but making thru-travel impossible and emphasizing the network role as primarily transit.There are multiple lanes for buses, and long stops allow for skip-stop operations to distribute passengers by route.The signals are progressed for low speeds, but are on fixed time due to the very high transit frequency. So it is efficient for most buses, while still keeping speeds lower and preserving the walking experience. And finally fare payment is moved off-board to the curb, with passengers boarding thru all doors to save dwell time since the number of boardings is so high.



Brooklyn, NY

Branded Fleet
TSP

Transit Lane S-Shaped 
Stops

Seating & Fare 
Validation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This downtown context from Brooklyn is the B44, which demonstrates how transit can be improved when routes run on paired one-way streets.It’s often easier to reassign space on one-way streets since there’s more room and predictability in the cross-section, so the bus gets a red transit lane.It gets active signal priority at crossings, and the progression is timed for an even, low travel speed. Extending the green for transit is straightforward, which we’ll talk about.The stops are all heavily used, so seating and shelter is a high priority. In this example, fare payment on the rapid routes are moved off-board, and boarding is done through all doors to reduce dwell time delay.Because both a rapid and a local route operate on the street, the stop is “s-shaped,” allowing the local bus to pull out to the curb at rapid stops, and the rapid line can pass. The rapid stops have longer spacing, so the route is not getting stop making local stops.Finally, the fleet is branded so that riders can differentiate between rapid and local service.



Transit Lanes & 
Transitways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to talk about facility options, and then some of the engineering criteria to help put those ideas into practice.



Offset Transit 
Lane

• Maintains curbside space for other treatments

• Relatively simple & low-cost

• Lacks separation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lane is offset from the curb by a parking or flex lane.It’s relatively simple to dedicate space and reserves width on the curb for either linear uses, like curb bulbs and enhanced transit stops; parking, drop-off, & delivery access; turn pockets; and bike lanes.



Required Recommended Optional

Offset Transit Lane

• Solid white line along 
running distance—
double white line legally 
prohibits incursion

• BUS ONLY markings and 
signs

• Enforcement is critical 
to maintaining integrity

• 10–11’ desired width 
provides a comfortable 
operating environment

• Red or terra cotta color 
treatment improves 
compliance

• Boarding bulbs or island 
enable in-lane stops

• Adjacent parking or 
loading lanes are 7—9’, 
and should be marked 
with parking T’s.

• Combine with 
intersection treatments 
where moderate to 
heavy turn volumes 
exist (shared right-turn 
lane, dropped transit 
lane, or right-turn 
pocket)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes through some of the basics, and I’ll just run through. The TSDG is structured using similar shall-should-may language as the MUTCD.What’s required to make a transit lane is the solid white line and the BUS ONLY marking. According to the Texas MUTCD, that stencil has to read the mode (i.e. BUS ONLY, LRT ONLY), but can show multiple modes (i.e. BUS LRT ONLY).We’ll look at some red lanes shortly, and we’ll circle back on dimensions, but the short version is that offset lanes can be as narrow as 10 ft next to parking, even the mirror overhang making the bus 10.5’. The key is that if there is a bus lane next to parking lane, they cannot both be minimal dimensions (i.e. 10’ + 7’ = too narrow). Wider is ok, but especially if cars can use the transit lanes at some hours, anything more than 11’ may result in higher vehicle speeds.



Offset Transit Lane

New York, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example from NYC shows the chief advantage of offset transit lanes – the ability to keep the curb accessible and the bus lane clear.Where destination access is important, the offset lane provides dedicated space and relieves curb pressure. Additionally, buses can stop in lane if the stop is brought out to meet them, saving time.



Offset Transit Lane

Chicago, IL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is on the LoopLink in Chicago. You can see how the flex lane is used for station stops on some blocks, and as bikeway buffer or parking spaces on others.



Curbside Transit 
Lane

• Prioritizes transit and ensures in-lane stops

• Streets with wide sidewalks

• May be prone to encroachment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the dedicated lane is justified to the curb, transit can always stop in lane without moving the curb. However, there are considerations …



Required Recommended Optional

Curbside Transit Lane

• Solid white line along 
running distance—
double white line 
legally prohibits 
incursion

• BUS ONLY markings 
and signs

• Enforcement is critical 
to maintaining 
integrity

• 11–12’ desired width 

• Red or terra cotta 
color treatment 
improves compliance

• Boarding bulbs or 
boarding island 
enable in-lane stops

• Adjacent parking or 
loading lanes are 7-9’, 
marked with parking 
T’s.

• Combine with 
intersection 
treatments where 
moderate to heavy 
turn volumes exist 
(shared right-turn lane, 
dropped transit lane, 
or right-turn pocket)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Curbside lanes are typically a bit wider since there’s no buffer to the curb. It is worth considering things like pedestrian environment and how the bus interplays with the curb when using curbside lanes – i.e. if the speed of traffic or transit is higher than 20 or 25, this could be uncomfortable to walk next to and things like a landscape or furnishing zone on the sidewalk may be needed to increase buffer between people walking and the bus.



Curbside Transit Lane

Chicago, IL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example from Dearborn is actually a bit narrow, and you can see how the bus overhangs the lane line. It works well because the bike traffic is separated to the left side of the one-way street, 



Santa Monica, CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example from Santa Monica shows something different – the double-white! This indicates that entry into the transit lane is “prohibited,” while the single white solid line is used for “discouraged” from crossing. CA & TX have both adopted this into your state MUTCDs.You’ll notice the sign along the curb reinforcing the regulation, and the wide amenity zone on the sidewalk to create buffer between the pedestrian path and roadway.



Center Transit 
Lane

• Applicable to both bus and rail

• Delay caused by congestion

• Can serve very high capacity



Required Recommended Optional

Center Transit Lane
• Solid white or double-

white line separate from 
adjacent travel lane

• BUS ONLY, TRANSIT ONLY, 
or LRT ONLY pavement 
markings

• Boarding islands must be 
used to create accessible 
boarding conditions

• Designate with red or terra 
cotta color to improve 
compliance

• Should be 11–12’ when 
placed alongside 
opposing transit lane

• Left turns should be 
prohibited, and must be 
phase-separated

• Vertical barriers can be 
either “soft” (e.g. rumble 
strips) or “hard (e.g. 
conrete curbs, rounded 
domes)



Center Transit Lane

San Bernardino, CA



Center Transit Lane

San Francisco, CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few things to point out from this example of Church Ave in SF –California has 



Peak-Only 
Transit Lane



Required Recommended Optional

Peak-Only Transit Lane
• Solid white or double-

white line separate from 
adjacent travel lane

• BUS ONLY, TRANSIT ONLY, 
or LRT ONLY pavement 
markings

• Boarding islands must be 
used to create accessible 
boarding conditions

• Designate with red or terra 
cotta color to improve 
compliance

• Should be 11–12’ when 
placed alongside 
opposing transit lane

• Left turns should be 
prohibited, and must be 
phase-separated

• Vertical barriers can be 
either “soft” (e.g. rumble 
strips) or “hard (e.g. 
conrete curbs, rounded 
domes)



Peak-Only 
Transit Lane

Seattle, WA



Shared Bus-Bike 
Lane

• Where local bike access is demanded 
and space is constrained

• Low bus speeds and moderate 
headways



Required Recommended Optional

Shared Bus-Bike Lane
• Bikes must be allowed 

across entire road surface
• Buses must operate all the 

way to the right side of the 
lane

• Pavement markings must 
allow both users, either 
“BIKE BUS ONLY” or “BUS 
ONLY” with bike icon

• Signs must name both 
users, preferably overhead

• 10–11’ for an offset and up 
to 12’ for a curbside 
configuration

• 13–15’ lanes should be 
avoided in most cases; if 
15’ width is available, the 
bike facility should be 
upgraded

• Transit lanes may be 
narrower (9’) at stops; use 
bicycle sharrow markings 
to direct bikes to the left at 
stops.

• Channelize passing 
movements; if space is 
available at stops, route 
bikes behind the boarding 
area to limit conflicts with 
moving vehicles



Shared Bus-Bike Lane

Boston, MA



Shared Bus-Bike Lane

Philadelphia, PA



Contraflow 
Transit Lane

• Can simplify routing and eliminate difficult 
turns

• Shorten travel times
• May merit additional safety considerations



Required Recommended Optional

Contraflow Transit Lane

• Double-yellow 
centerline to prohibit 
encroachment

• Gateway treatments 
clearly communicate 
prohibited entry

• At signalized 
intersections, use 
transit-specific signal 
heads facing the 
contraflow direction

• 11–12’ width preferred 
where adjacent to 
opposing travel lane

• Red or terra cotta 
color treatment

• Traffic signal 
coordination to reflect 
two-way flow

• Intersection turn 
management

• Restricted turns 
enable protected 
bikeways

• “Soft” or “hard” 
physical separation 
elements

• Pedestrian refuges 
with cues to alert 
pedestrians of 
opposing travel 
direction



Contraflow Transit Lane

San Francisco, CA



Contraflow Transit Lane

Minneapolis, MN



Center 
Transitway

• Dramatically expand transit capacity, 
reliability, and priority

• Most applicable with LRT and BRT



Required Recommended Optional

Center Transitway
• Median boarding islands 

are required, and must be 
compatible with transit 
vehicles

• Transitway is physically 
separated from general 
traffic

• Safe crossings across 
transitway and to stations 
are critical

• Transit signal heads 
reduce confusion

• Prohibit or separate 
turning movements across 
the transitway

• Implement with rapid 
transit elements, like off-
board fare payment, all-
door boarding, level or 
near-level platforms

• Active TSP or Transit-
friendly signal progressions 
further speed transit

• Concrete performs better 
where buses frequently 
operate and reduces 
maintenance costs

• Median configurations 
can include periodic 
passing opportunities to 
provide tiered (local & 
rapid) service



Center Transitway

Phoenix, AZ



Center Transitway

Washington, DC



Center Transitway

Minneapolis, MN



Side Transitway
• May be uni- or bi-directional

• Enhanced capacity and priority

• Passengers may board from the sidewalk



Required Recommended Optional

Side Transitway

• Physically separated by 
vertical barrier or grade 
difference

• All crossings must be 
signalized, and turns 
must be separated.

• Place signs, markings, 
and design elements 
like curb radii to prevent 
turning vehicles 
entering the transitway

• Highlight transitway path 
at intersections

• Apply color, especially at 
intersections

• Use audible or visual 
warnings to alert users 
when approaching

• Complementary 
treatments (e.g. all-door 
boarding, TSP, level 
boarding) magnify 
service improvements

• Crossings may be raised 
to the transitway grade



Side Transitway

Toronto, ON



Side Transitway

Salt Lake City, UT



Side Transitway

Phoenix, AZ



Pavement Materials

Asphalt Concrete Pavers



Color Treatments

Asphalt

Methyl Methacrylate

Thermoplastic

Embedded Color



Color Treatments
Red Lanes pilot, Church Street, SF
• Reduced corridor travel times 14%, and 

decreased variability 27%
• Negligible impact of general travel times

Life Cycle Evaluations, New York
• Thermoplastic typically lasts longer than 

red paint
• Longest lifetime when applied to new 

pavement
• Shot-blasting/pre-cleaning can extend 

lifetime



Green Transitways
• Integrate with 

stormwater 
management

• Increase permeable 
surface

• Improve waiting 
experience

• Dampen noise
• Can incorporate 

climate-appropriate 
plantings and xeriscape



Separation Elements

Hard Curb Mountable Curb Rumble Strip



Separation Elements

Bollards Low Vertical 
Elements

Full Lane Treatments



Design Vehicles

• Select vehicles for capacity and 
context (speed, throughput, right-
of-way width, and block length)

• Transit vehicles should not exceed 
25mph in urban contexts; curve 
radii may assume 10-15mph vehicle 
speed

• Design for dynamic vehicle 
envelopes

• Design with the most compact 
possible geometry without 
degrading transit’s ability to 
operate



Design Vehicles

• 10–11’ can be a comfortable 
for a bus adjacent to parking 
or a bike lane

• As speeds increase, operating 
envelope increases

• Mirror clearance may be more 
important for rail vehicles than 
buses.



Adjacent User Envelopes

• Design adjacent 
lane widths in 
context, 
accounting for 
friction and user 
comfort

• Buffer envelopes 
may overlap 
infrequently or at 
very low speeds



Design Speed
• As speed increases, additional space is 

consumed for lateral movements

• Reducing speed dispersion makes transit 
and traffic flow more predictable
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